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A tale of two book covers

You can’t!
You can 

– sometimes!

Background: Policy Context

The rise of applied cost-benefit analysis 

– Policy requirement to value preferences for non-market goods 

such as those provided by the environment.

Thousands of stated preference studies

– International institutional acceptance of stated preference 

techniques such as contingent valuation (CV) and choice 

experiments (CE)
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Two Themes

Better Methods:

How can we design studies to improve the valuation of 

environmental preferences when individuals may well not know 

in advance what their preferences are and have no experience of 

valuation studies? 

Better Testing: 

How can we test the theoretical consistency of those preferences?   

Starting position

Individual’s are born with instincts but not, in the economic sense, 

well-formed preferences. Preferences then are the product of some 

degree of interaction with the world. 

We can categorise preferences into two types: 

• Those that conform with economic theory 

• Those that do not (e.g. ‘constructed preferences’ which change 

according to how the question is framed)

The Discovered Preference Hypothesis (Plott, 1996) argues that 

stable and theoretically consistent preferences are typically the 

product of experience learned through practice and repetition. 

Braga and Starmer (2005) show that respondents need to: 

(a) learn about their preferences and

(b) learn how contingent markets work
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Why this matters for stated preference studies of  

non-market goods

Many studies concern low experience goods presented in 

unfamiliar ways and giving little opportunity for respondents to

discover their true preferences. 

e.g. Estimating non-use values for species using single-bound  

dichotomous choice WTP questions (e.g. will you pay $X for Y) 

The DPH suggests that responses to such questions may well be a 

poor guide to any stable underlying economic preferences.

Overview of Talk: Developing better methods

Do prior preferences matter?
- A pairwise choice and valuation experiment

What happens if we ignore the need for preference learning? 
- Problems in ‘state of the art’ CV 

What happens if we try to help preference learning?
- Learning Design Contingent Valuation (LDCV)

Can we accelerate preference learning?
- Virtual Reality Choice Experiments (VRCE) 
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Overview of Talk: Developing better testing

Problems with present testing: 

Present 'Gold Standard': Scope sensitivity 

"a willingness to pay somewhat more for more of a good" (NOAA report, 1993)

Problem: No clear prior expectation re what degree of sensitivity is reasonable

Lessons from experimental economics: 

All case studies tested against clear prior expectations - theoretical 

consistency as determined through the rejection of tests concerning 

recognised preference anomalies 

Does prior preference matter?

Method: Simple pairwise comparisons

Test: Robustness against the asymmetric dominance effect 
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Non-Dominated Choice Set

Asymmetrically Dominated Choice Set
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Decoy is clearly insignificant (p = 0.451).  Respondents with prior 

preferences are not susceptible to the asymmetric dominance effect.

Choice 1: Asking sightseers and boaters if they want a lake managed 
mainly for sightseeing (option c) or boating access (option t)

Expectation: Strong prior preferences 

The decoy (d) increases prob. of choosing target (t) (p < 0.01)

Also increased WTP for option t by one-third (p < 0.01)

Choice 2: Asking sightseers and boaters if they want the bankside
managed mainly for flowers (option c) or birds (option t)

Expectation: Weak prior preferences 
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Asymmetric Dominance: Conclusions

• When respondents have clear and strong prior preferences then 

even a quick choice question reveals theoretically consistent 

preferences. 

• However, in the absence of prior preferences, snap choice and 

valuation questions reveal anomalous results 

• This does not bode well for standard CV studies which use snap 

'single bound' WTP questions. Will 'state of the art' CV methods

prove robust to anomalies?

Cooper, Hanemann and Signorello (R.E.Stat, 2002) propose the one-and-

one-half bound (OOHB) dichotomous choice method. 

• Here a respondent is initially told that the cost of a scheme lies between 

some specified lower ($L) and higher ($H) amount. 

• In an ‘ascending sequence’ (LH) the respondent is asked if they would 

pay the $L amount. Here a ‘No’ response terminates the procedure while 

a ‘Yes’ results in the $H amount being asked. 

• The reverse order is followed in a ‘descending sequence’ (HL)

The OOHB delivers significant gains in statistical efficiency over the 

standard single-bound approach. But is the method robust in terms of 

procedural invariance?

Test: Robustness against anchoring (influence of the choice of $L and 

$H upon estimated WTP)

Ignoring learning: Testing the one-and-
one-half bound (OOHB) CV method
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Case Study

•• WTP (via household water bill) for installation of technology atWTP (via household water bill) for installation of technology at

sewage works to address household contribution to sewage works to address household contribution to 

eutrophication problems affecting nearby rivers and lakes.eutrophication problems affecting nearby rivers and lakes.

•• Seven ascending (LH) sequences: Seven ascending (LH) sequences: £10£10--£50; £25£50; £25--£100; £50£100; £50--

£100; £75£100; £75--£100; £100£100; £100--£150; £100£150; £100--£200; and £48.50£200; and £48.50--£98.50. £98.50. 

•• Six descending (HL) sequences: Six descending (HL) sequences: £50£50--£10; £100£10; £100--£25; £100£25; £100--£50; £50; 

£100£100--£75; £150£75; £150--£100; and £200£100; and £200--£100. £100. 

•• Bid pairs and sequences randomly allocated across respondents. Bid pairs and sequences randomly allocated across respondents. 

•• FaceFace--toto--face, atface, at--home survey of 1,254 UK households.home survey of 1,254 UK households.

Results: Ascending Sequence (LH)
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Results: Ascending Sequence (LH)

Results: Descending Sequence (HL)
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Results: Descending Sequence (HL)

• Non-parametric and regression testing conclusively rejects 

procedural invariance in the OOHB.  

• So state of the art CV does not seem robust to anomalies. But 

policymakers still want environmental values.

• The DPH suggests that repetition helps form theoretically 

consistent preferences. 

• So can we design a CV study which promotes preference 

learning?

OOHB Conclusions
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Environmental and Resource 

Economics

Learning Design CV  (LDCV)

The Discovered Preference Hypothesis (DPH) revisited 

• Stable and theoretically consistent preferences are learnt through 

repetition rather than being inherent (Plott, 1996)

Two types of learning (Braga and Starmer, 2005):  

• ‘Institutional learning’ (finding out how a given market works)

• ‘Value learning’ (finding out about one’s value for a good)

The LDCV encourages and tests for both types of learning through

a design which exposes respondents to repeated CV questions. 

Case study: Valuing various animal welfare schemes

Testing for Institutional Learning: 
Consistency of values for a good

•• Double bound (DB) dichotomous choice format asks respondents Double bound (DB) dichotomous choice format asks respondents 

whether they will pay some amount £X for a good and then uses whether they will pay some amount £X for a good and then uses 

responses to ask a second question regarding whether they are WTresponses to ask a second question regarding whether they are WTP £Y P £Y 

for the good. for the good. 

•• DB studies have consistently reported that implied WTP from theDB studies have consistently reported that implied WTP from the

second response is significantly lower than that from the first second response is significantly lower than that from the first response.response.

•• Is this due to inexperienced respondents being surprised by (anIs this due to inexperienced respondents being surprised by (and even d even 

indignant regarding) the second question?indignant regarding) the second question?

•• Institutional learning test: Does repetition across goods give Institutional learning test: Does repetition across goods give 

individuals experience of contingent markets and hence reduce thindividuals experience of contingent markets and hence reduce the first e first 

response vs. second response anomaly? response vs. second response anomaly? 
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Testing for Institutional Learning: 
Consistency of values for a good - Results

Testing for Value Learning: 

‘Coherent Arbitrariness’

Internal consistency is an insufficient test for robust preferenInternal consistency is an insufficient test for robust preferences ces 

Ariely et al. (Ariely et al. (QJEQJE, 2003) show that individuals are very good at , 2003) show that individuals are very good at 

keeping their answers internally consistent but that they ‘anchokeeping their answers internally consistent but that they ‘anchor’ their r’ their 

answers to some initial cue, even when it is blatantly arbitraryanswers to some initial cue, even when it is blatantly arbitrary

(‘coherent arbitrariness’). (‘coherent arbitrariness’). 

Example: WTP for wine (BDM experiment): Example: WTP for wine (BDM experiment): 

•• ‘fine’ wine always valued more than ‘average’ wine‘fine’ wine always valued more than ‘average’ wine

•• but WTP for both were strongly anchored to an obviously but WTP for both were strongly anchored to an obviously 

random starting point (the respondents own social security numberandom starting point (the respondents own social security number) r) 

ArielyAriely et al. use anchoring as a test to distinguish theoretically et al. use anchoring as a test to distinguish theoretically 

consistent learned values from constructed preferences consistent learned values from constructed preferences –– a test we also a test we also 

adopt in our study. adopt in our study. 
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Testing for Value Learning: 

‘Coherent Arbitrariness’ - Results

• Anchoring highly significant for Good 1 (p<0.001) but 
completely insignificant for Good 4 (p=0.886) 

• Testing the final good first completely reinstates anchoring

Accelerating learning

Virtual Reality Choice Experiments (VRCE): 

Reducing gains/loss asymmetry

•• Many environmental valuation studies present survey Many environmental valuation studies present survey 

respondents with contingent markets they find very difficult to respondents with contingent markets they find very difficult to 

conceptualise. conceptualise. 

•• Addressing this problem should accelerate the process of Addressing this problem should accelerate the process of 

discovering theoretically consistent preferences discovering theoretically consistent preferences 

•• Test: Addressing what is perhaps the strongest, most well Test: Addressing what is perhaps the strongest, most well 

documented of all anomalies: gains/loss asymmetrydocumented of all anomalies: gains/loss asymmetry
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•• Changes to the number of hectares of urban, sugar cane Changes to the number of hectares of urban, sugar cane 

and ‘rare or unique vegetation’ land use;and ‘rare or unique vegetation’ land use;

•• Changes to the Changes to the instreaminstream--flow levels of rivers; flow levels of rivers; 

•• Changes to the number of hectares of Teatree woodlands Changes to the number of hectares of Teatree woodlands 

and the amount of vegetation along rivers and in wetlands;and the amount of vegetation along rivers and in wetlands;

•• Changes in the number of wild geese on Scottish islandsChanges in the number of wild geese on Scottish islands;;

•• Changes in the number of metres per kilometre of dry Changes in the number of metres per kilometre of dry 

stone wall field boundary to be restoredstone wall field boundary to be restored

Examples of recent environmental valuation Examples of recent environmental valuation 

questionsquestions
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Example of a question from a recent choice experiment

VRCE Study Design:

Case study of coastal land use change at Holme, UK.

Choice experiment examines preferences for different land 

uses (nature reserve, saltmarsh, etc.). 

All respondents presented with common information on 

each land use
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Extract from common initial information

Three treatments

Unseen random process allocated participants into three 

treatments:

• NUMERIC_ONLY:NUMERIC_ONLY: CE choice tasks presented in 

standard numeric form

• VR_ONLY:VR_ONLY: choice tasks presented solely as VR 

flythroughs

• VR&NUMERIC:VR&NUMERIC: choices described both as VR 

flythroughs and in standard numeric form

In all treatments the level of the Cost attribute was 

always presented numerically. 
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 Status 
Quo 

Scheme 
A 

Area of the site that is nature reserve (hectares) 93 123 

Area of the site that is flooded (hectares) 30 50 

Area of the site that is farmland (hectares) 151 101 

Addition to your annual water bill £0 £5 

Your choice □ □ 

Example of the numeric choice descriptions seen by 

NUMERIC_ONLY and VR&NUMERIC respondents 

(but not VR_ONLY subjects)

VR&NUMERIC respondents 

see both the VR flythroughs

and the numeric choice 

descriptions

Example VR flythrough 

choice descriptions as seen 

by VR_ONLY and 

VR&NUMERIC respondents 

(but not NUMERIC_ONLY 

subjects)
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Screen shot stills: Present day (birds-eye view)

Screenshot stills: Undefended future (birds-eye view)
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Screenshot stills: Present day (eye level)

Screenshot stills: Undefended future (eye level)
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Gain/loss asymmetries for changes in nature reserve as 

evaluated under three information provision treatments. 

Conclusions: VRCE

• The use of visual information very significantly 

reduces gains/loss asymmetry - one of the most 

persistent and robust anomalies in the valuation 

literature

• This appears to offer a potential way forward in 

conveying complex environmental change

• However, we should not expect results which are 

perfectly in accordance with textbook preferences -

because even with private goods and real money 

exchanges, individuals are not immune from anomalies
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Anomalies in nonAnomalies in non--hypothetical, real payment hypothetical, real payment 

situations: Reference point effectssituations: Reference point effects

Anomalies in nonAnomalies in non--hypothetical, real payment hypothetical, real payment 

situations: Partsituations: Part--whole bias (PWB)whole bias (PWB)

PWB: When the sum value of parts is greater than the whole. 

Incentive compatible experiment using BDM mechanism, real 

purchases and real money payments and compensation. 

Three goods Stated values 

Red = main course voucher vR 

Blue = dessert course voucher vB 

Whole = Red + Blue vW 

Standard theory; controlling for substitution & income effects, then 

vW = vR + vB

The implicit value of Blue (denoted IvB) is 

vW - vR = IvB

if IvB < vB we reject standard expectations (i.e. PWB: vW < vR + vB)
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PartPart--whole bias: Resultswhole bias: Results

* reject equality at the 95% level; ** reject equality at the 99% level 

Part value Implicit mean 
(whole minus 
other part) 

Actual mean  

(as stated)  

t 

H0 (Iv
i = vi) 

WTP Blue £ 0.83 £ 1.32 10.86** 

WTP Red £ 1.67 £ 1.82 2.25* 

WTA Blue £ 2.05 £ 2.64 7.34** 

WTA Red £ 3.45 £ 4.30 12.7** 

Of course this does mean that an unscrupulous 

economist could play on such anomalies to 

make people increase their WTP

For example.....
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Selling the Tiger
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+ +

marketing marketing marketing

Ask reasonable questions, in reasonable ways, Ask reasonable questions, in reasonable ways, 

with reasonable tests.with reasonable tests.
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Ask Ask reasonable questionsreasonable questions, in reasonable ways, , in reasonable ways, 

with reasonable tests.with reasonable tests.

•• Don't ask questions that people don't know Don't ask questions that people don't know 

the answer to the answer to -- because they because they willwill give you give you 

an answer!an answer!

•• If respondents don't have prior preferences If respondents don't have prior preferences 

then help ‘discover’ them then help ‘discover’ them 

Ask reasonable questions, in Ask reasonable questions, in reasonable waysreasonable ways, , 

with reasonable tests.with reasonable tests.

•• Don't use unfamiliar contingent markets or  Don't use unfamiliar contingent markets or  

poorly comprehended units poorly comprehended units 

•• If respondents lack familiarity then help If respondents lack familiarity then help 

them gain that familiarity them gain that familiarity 
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Ask reasonable questions, in reasonable ways, Ask reasonable questions, in reasonable ways, 

with with reasonable testsreasonable tests..

•• Conventional 'scope' test lacks clear prior Conventional 'scope' test lacks clear prior 

expectations.   expectations.   

•• Experimental economics provides a rich Experimental economics provides a rich 

source of unambiguous testssource of unambiguous tests

Thank you for listening
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